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8 MAYORAL MINUTE 

8.1 MAYORAL MINUTE: AUSTRALIA DAY - KYOGLE 

Author: Councillor 

Authoriser: General Manager   

Attachments: 1. Kyogle Australia Day Committee - Failure to Launch ⇩    
  

SUMMARY/PURPOSE 

The purpose of this report is to inform Council of the latest developments in relation to the 
organisation of Kyogle's 2019 Australia Day celebrations. 

REPORT 

A public meeting was held on Tuesday 30 October to elect representatives for the 2019 Kyogle 
Australia Day Committee. 

Although around 15 people turned up, including members of last year’s organising committee, no 
nominations were received and, at this point, Kyogle does not have an organising committee for 
the 2019 Australia Day event. 

Due to the lack of public interest and consequently available volunteers willing to participate in this 
committee, at present, Australia Day celebrations in Kyogle will be minimised.  Councillors Kylie 
Thomas and Maggie May have agreed to coordinate an event at the Kyogle pool on the day. Other 
options have been explored with little success. 

The broader issue of declining volunteer numbers is one that needs to be explored further, 
especially with regard to the findings from Cartwright Consulting’s 2015 report into the need for 
aged care, disability services and respite care and especially the ageing profile of the population 
which understandably erodes the available volunteer base.  It should also be noted that Kyogle is 
not unique in this regard and many rural communities across Australia are now facing similar 
challenges as their population ages, declines and young people move away for work and 
education. 

Finally, I would like to acknowledge and thank the outgoing Kyogle Australia Day Committee for 
their efforts and hard work. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

That Council: 

1.  Receives and notes the report, Mayoral Minute: Australia Day - Kyogle. 

2. Writes a letter of appreciation to the outgoing Kyogle Australia Day Committee thanking 
them for their efforts. 

 

 

CO_20181112_AGN_2122_AT_SUP_files/CO_20181112_AGN_2122_AT_SUP_Attachment_11373_1.PDF
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Kyogle Australia Day Committee – Failure to Launch Indicative of a Crisis in 

Volunteering 

 

Following a public meeting on the evening of Tuesday, 30 October 2018 and despite 

approximately 15 persons in attendance, no one volunteered to be part of the Kyogle 

Australia Day Organising Committee for 2019. 

Understandably, previous committee members, who are all now quite elderly, have 

given many years of service to the community and the time for replacements is at 

hand. 

Unfortunately, new volunteers, who may have taken their place when they chose to 

step down, have not been identified, attracted or recruited and consequently no one 

was available to offer their services to replace those of previous committee 

members. 

This is indicative of a much larger problem affecting many clubs and service 

organisations in Kyogle and across rural Australia namely an ageing population and 

the lack of volunteers. 

In many rural communities across Australia, volunteers are the only source of many 

essential services.  Quite simply, without volunteers, there would be rural fire 

service, state emergency service or other critical emergency and support services. 

Volunteers play a vital role in the social fabric of many rural communities, essential 

to the running of social, educational, sporting, cultural and environmental groups and 

activities. 

Australia’s rural communities are facing a looming volunteering crisis, driven in part 

by – 

 a rapidly ageing population, 

 residents moving away from rural communities, 

 people increasingly becoming time poor and subsequent social disconnection, 

 the uneven dedication to community services, and 

 lack of proper skills. 

This is combined with volunteer burnout as the State and Federal Governments 

defund essential services in these areas leaving volunteers to pick up the slack. 

Making the situation more urgent is the rapidly ageing population in rural Australia, 

which will only increase the demand for volunteer services even further. 

With new volunteers difficult to recruit and government services lacking, it may prove 

nearly impossible to fill the void. 
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Potential Impact on Small Communities 

To examine how rural communities might be affected by the loss of so many 

volunteers, a survey of more than 10,000 people in rural Western Australia was 

undertaken, some of whom live more than eight hours by car from the nearest 

population centres. 

The study found that volunteering was a way of life in these communities.  Of the 

non-retired population, two-thirds were involved in local volunteering of some sort - 

far higher than the national average of 31%.  In spite of this positive snapshot, trend 

data reveal a different, not-so-bright picture.   

With close to two-thirds of Australia’s population not volunteering, the volunteering 

rate has slipped five percentage points from a high of 36% in 2010 (when equivalent 

data was last collected).  That decrease reversed a 20-year trend of increasing 

participation. 

Those residents involved in local volunteering had typically lived in rural communities 

for most, if not all, of their lives.  Many had children aged six to twelve.  A majority 

also worked on farms or owned small businesses.  Most reported that volunteering 

greatly contributed to their overall happiness and a strong sense of connectivity with 

their local communities. 

However, there were signs that the volunteer base in their communities was in 

trouble.  The survey revealed more than 35% of those actively involved in 

volunteering were planning to move away at some point in the next 10 years.  Most 

interestingly, more than half of volunteers said they were leaving because of – 

 the lack of essential services; and  

 the high costs associated with accessing these services in the nearest large 

towns or cities. 

When volunteer numbers run low, community activities are usually the first to be cut. 

In Uralla, a small town near Armidale, the Uralla District Show had to be cancelled 

after 143 years.  The event, which showcased skills like wood chopping and horse 

show jumping, had long relied on volunteers and was unable to find new recruits to 

help organise this year’s show. 

For the town of Manjimup in Western Australia, with a population of 4,000, a 

volunteer shortage has resulted in some essential services being at risk.  The 

ambulance service, for instance, is now reliant on volunteers from the nearby town of 

Bridgetown. 

This involves Bridgetown volunteers driving some 40kms to Manjimup, then 

transferring patients to the regional hospital in Bunbury another 130kms away before 

driving 100kms back to their homes.  

While the Bridgetown volunteers have been happy to lend a hand, the extra work still 

places immense pressure on their own community of 1,500 people. 
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What could be causing a decline in volunteering? 

Collectively, the latest statistics provide an interesting snapshot that suggests 

volunteering in Australia, if not already in long-term decline, may be in danger of 

being so.  This raises a number of related questions for which the evidence base is 

poorly supported.  These include: 

 Are increasingly busy Australians finding it harder to prioritise volunteering as 
part of their lives?  Are we becoming more selfish as a nation and less 
inclined to help others? 
 

 Is volunteering “on the nose” with young people, the next generation of 
volunteers? 
 

 Does the decline in volunteering reflect the long, slow decline of rural 
Australia, where volunteering rates have always outstripped those of their city 
cousins? 
 

 Has population decline and an ageing population in these areas reduced the 
supply of willing and able-bodied volunteers? 
 

 What can be done to convert non-volunteers into volunteering with all its 
immense benefits to the volunteers, the community and society?  
 

Or is the Australian Bureau of Statistics rather prescriptive definition of volunteering 

as “someone who, in the previous 12 months, willingly gave unpaid help, in the form 

of time, service or skills, through an organisation or group” failing to capture the full 

gamut of formal and informal volunteering efforts across Australia, as well as newer 

forms such as spontaneous and online volunteering? 

There is little doubt that the lack of volunteers is impacting, or will shortly impact, on 

many small towns and it is unlikely that towns such as Kyogle and its villages will be 

immune. 

 

Events Cancelled for Lack of Volunteers 

 Lake Burbury Australia Day picnic was cancelled due to a lack of volunteers 

 

 The Saltwater Freshwater Festival, which is run annually on Australia Day, 

was cancelled due to a 25 per cent drop in sponsorship and a lack of 

available volunteers. 

 

 The Sounds of Lake Meran event, scheduled for the Australia Day long 

weekend, was cancelled due to low volunteer numbers. 

 

 Prior to 2007, the Casino Beef Week event had to be cancelled due to lack of 

volunteers and finances. 
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 Uralla District Show had to be cancelled after 143 years 

 

 Derby River Derby in Tasmania was cancelled citing lack of volunteers 

 

 No handicraft or cookery sections at 2018 Cessnock Show with committee 

member Gail Keegan saying it was a lack of volunteers that resulted in the 

decision to cancel these events 

 

 The demise of the 109-year-old Devonport Show tradition and the axing of 

new event FarmFest due to lack of volunteers 

 

 Nowra's Charity Christmas Lunch cancelled due to lack of volunteers 

 

 The Capricorn Coast’s popular Tight Lines Fishing Classic at Yeppoon has 

been cancelled due to a lack of volunteers 

 

 Cootamundra Triathlon has been cancelled due to a lack of volunteers 

 

 and the list of communities having to cancel events as a direct result of a lack 

of available volunteers continues… 

 

Embracing new forms of volunteering 

For rural and remote towns, a new strategy is desperately needed to reduce 

dependence on volunteers and find new models for people to donate their time. 

A first step would be for the State Government to reinvest in local essential services 

such as hospitals, aged care facilities and secondary education.  This would relieve 

the pressure on volunteers who now fill these needs in many places and allow them 

to invest their time and resources in supporting other community initiatives. 

It would also enable rural communities to retain their younger and older residents, 

who often have to leave for schooling or aged care services elsewhere.  As younger 

people in particular become more engaged in their communities through social and 

economic activities, the pool of available volunteers should also increase in the 

future. 

Encouraging volunteering in the school environment is another strategy worthy of 

consideration and one that has proven successful in the past.  For example, the 

Kyogle Rural Fire Service with 19 cadets recently completing their training through 

the RFS High School Cadet Program and graduating on 3 December 2018.  This 

provides an ongoing source of volunteers for this vital service. 
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Most immediately, governments need to think creatively about how rural volunteering 

can be supported and move away from city-centric approaches.  Policies should be 

developed by those most closely involved with volunteering - that is, rural residents 

themselves. 

Reducing the red tape around funding initiatives and allowing rural communities to 

explore more innovate funding schemes would also almost instantly reduce the 

workload and pressure on rural volunteer-based organisations.  
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